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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1

COMMUNICATING
HISTORY

Zibi is an urban redevelopment project uniquely
located within unceded Algonquin Traditional Territory,
between the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec, in the
heart of the National Capital Region. The project is
being devleoped by Windmill Development Group and
Dream Unlimited. The lands have signiﬁcant heritage
value for Indigenous People who ﬁrst lived in the
area. Encounters and trade thrived along the portage
routes around the Chaudière Falls, and traditional
ceremonies are said to have taken place up and down
the Ottawa River. With European exploration and their
ﬁrst permanent settlements in 1800, the lands soon
became a hub of the forestry industry in North America
transitioning later into the pulp and paper industry - a
use that continued on the lands until 2007.
This heritage presents many things to be celebrated
and communicated as the site is transformed from
a derelict industrial property into a vibrant and
sustainable mixed-use community.
This Heritage Interpretive Plan (The Plan) has been
prepared as a means to explain the heritage of the site
to a new generation of Canadians who will visit, live,
work, and study at the site. The idea is to, in some
cases directly and others subtly, communicate the
many changes that the site has undergone, to recall
them, and celebrate them while moving forward.

1.2 WHAT IS A HERITAGE
INTERPRETIVE PLAN?
The Plan, which is the ﬁrst of its kind in Canada, is
used to communicate the meanings and relationships
of the cultural and natural world, past and present, to
visitors through experiences with objects, artifacts,
landscapes, sites, and exhibits. Most HIPs are
based on a thematic approach to interpretation and
place emphasis on which themes are important to
communicate to various audiences.

1.3 WHY IS A HERITAGE
INTERPRETIVE PLAN
IMPORTANT?

1.4 DOCUMENT STRUCTURE
A structure for thematically interpreting the site has
been developed based on assessments of cultural
and heritage signiﬁcance, consultations and research.
The communication of interpretive messages is
presented in the following chapters in six (6) useful
and straightforward themes. In an attempt to bring
together what was previously treated as three very
distinct histories and cultures, the themes have
been formulated to represent the collective history
of the site and the various experiences and cultures
that have shaped its form, function and character.
It is envisioned that these themes will be used by
subsequent consultants as part of their design
approach and will result in the use of a mix of
interpretive elements that are both subtle and direct.

The Plan ensures that the cultural heritage values
and resources of the Zibi site are respected for future
generations. The Plan recognizes that:
• The site has cultural heritage value derived
from association with Indigenous people, the
natural and geological history of the site, the
early settlement of Hull and ByTowne, and the
industrial history of these cities; and
• A comprehensive approach to heritage
conservation is critical to outline how the overall
development will embody and reﬂect the site’s
cultural heritage values.
The HIP provides a vision for the future of heritage
interpretation, cultural education, and visitor
experience.

Top: Birch bark canoe. The seams are waterproofed
with spruce gum or resin
Bottom: A load of barrels with keg staves.
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Looking east down the Ottawa River with the former former J.R. Booth
Ottawa and E.B. Eddy Gatineau sites in the background c. 1923
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1.5 HOW TO USE THIS DOCUMENT
The Zibi Heritage Interpretation Plan is focused on
the interpretation of heritage within the development’s
public and open spaces. This includes all parks,
plazas, pedestrian alleys, pathways, and streetscapes.
The Plan may be used to inform the architecture and
materiality chosen for buildings to ensure a seamless
integration between the public and private realm.

Park spaces that are developed by the Master
Developer, but which are ultimately conveyed to the
Cities of Ottawa or Gatineau or the National Capital
Commission, should be designed and developed with
regard for this Plan. Similarly, maintenance of these
spaces should retain the interpretive elements over the
long-term.

The Plan links the key themes to each of the spaces
to effectively communicate the cultural and natural
heritage of the site to visitors and residents alike. The
Plan also recognizes that, given the long-term buildout of the project, there may be changes to these
public spaces over time.

All public spaces will be approved through a Site Plan
Control process in the City of Ottawa , and a “Plans
d’intégration et d’implantation architecturale (PIIA)”
application in the City of Gatineau (Section 3.3 and
3.4). These two processes will be the means by which
the public spaces are designed, and the primary
means by which this Plan is implemented.

The Plan has been prepared in response to the
requirement of the City of Ottawa’s development
approval for Zibi. Though not required for the City
of Gatineau, in an effort to effectively celebrate and
communicate the heritage of the lands with a singular
cohesive approach, the Plan applies to the entirety of
the Windmill/Dream lands collectively known as Zibi.
As each of the development phases proceeds,
reference should be made from the earliest stages
to the potential ways in which this Plan will impact
the design. All development blocks will include, at a
minimum, streetscaping elements that must be uniﬁed
throughout the development, while several others
will be located adjacent to public spaces. Affected
areas can be quickly referenced on the Thematic Sites
Master Site Plan found in Appendix A.

These spaces will be designed through the typical
processes, with each municipality reviewing and
providing comment throughout. Recognizing the
limited stakeholder engagement that occurs through
the Site Plan and PIIA process, further engagement
with key stakeholder groups, such as the Algonquin
Anishinabe community, may take place separately.
These processes are intended to be a general
guideline for the design and review of parks and open
spaces affected by the HIP. It is expected that, in some
cases, there may be a need to modify the processes
to ﬁt individual situations. Public Art proposed as part
of the public spaces, for instance, will proceed through
a separate process, but will also have regard for the
themes and components of the HIP.

IDENTIFY SITE LOCATION WITHIN THE INTERPRETIVE THEMES MAPPING
(Appendix A)

IDENTIFY ONE OR MORE OF THE INTERPRETIVE THEMES RELATED TO
PROJECT LOCATION
(Appendix A)

REVIEW INTERPRETATION OF THEMES
(SECTION 5.0)

LINK INTERPRETATION THEME ELEMENTS TO PUBLIC SPACE DESIGN TO
COMMUNICATE APPROPRIATE NATURAL AND CULTURAL HERITAGE

Figure 1: How to Use This Document
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Traditional Tepee structure on the neighbouring Victoria Island on the Ottawa River.
Note that Victoria Island is not part of the Zibi project.
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2.0 THE ZIBI DEVELOPMENT
Zibi is a world-class sustainable community and
redevelopment project by Windmill Development
Group and Dream Unlimited Corp that represents
one of the largest urban redevelopment opportunities
in both Ottawa and Gatineau. Until 2007, these
traditional Algonquin lands were used for industrial
purposes. Now the lands are able to be redeveloped
and their importance in the landscape of the National
Capital Region and their prominence in the downtown
core of both Ottawa and Gatineau call for a carefully
orchestrated redevelopment of the site. The project
proposes to change derelict and contaminated land
in the Chaudière area into ‘a world-class sustainable
community that combines the best of urbanity
integrated with a vibrant waterfront’. The Master
Plan envisions Zibi as a transformed place built on
a strategy of ecological urbanism, deﬁned as ‘the
rethinking and re-structuring of the built environment
in response to, and in collaboration with, the natural
environment’.
Zibi is unique in many ways. Situated on the banks of
the Ottawa River, at the site of the historic Chaudière
Falls, part of the site is located in the City of Ottawa
and part in the City of Gatineau. In Ottawa, the site
consists of Chaudière and Albert Islands. These
original small islands were historically physically
isolated from the mainland. Despite their artiﬁcial
expansion through industrialisation, and the increased
connection to nearby ByTowne through bridges and
infrastructure, these islands remained disconnected
from both cities. They form a substantial part of
the redevelopment, proposed as a mix of uses in a
compact form. The other part of the Zibi development
is located in the City of Gatineau, on the north shore
of the Ottawa River. Also a former industrial site, it
has not been developed as a part of the urban core of
Gatineau. The extensive riverfront of the Zibi site has
been publicly inaccessible for generations and this is
proposed to change as part of the redevelopment.

Top Left: Capital View Park (Concept Rendering)
Bottom Left: Laval Plaza (Concept Rendering)
Right: Head Street Square (Concept Rendering)
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Render of the Windmill/Dream Zibi Master Plan, 2015
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DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLES OF ZIBI
The Master Plan has been founded on eight (8)
development principles that were established through
extensive consultation with stakeholders. These
principles informed the land use, transportation
network, and open space concepts set forth in the
Master Plan.
The principles include:
Celebrate Heritage
Zibi celebrates the rich cultural heritage of the Ottawa
and Gatineau area by providing unique and public
access to the Ottawa riverfront, Chaudière Falls,
the monumental Ring Dam and more. This allows
for a better understanding of the site’s signiﬁcance
for Indigenous people of the area, and its industrial
heritage.
A number of structures throughout the site are planned
or under investigation for adaptive re-use or partial
preservation. Historic streets and public spaces on
both sides of the river are a reminder of the former
public realm and activity that existed on the site and
their re-opening will provide public access to the
river’s edge.
Connecting the Capital
Though geographically close, there has been a historic
cultural divide between Ottawa and Gatineau. Zibi will
create a community that respects the unique history
and culture of both sides, while providing an easy
connection point via public transit systems, pedestrian
and cycling networks that connect to existing
pathways on both sides and allow seamless travel
through the development.
Healthy Living
Zibi encourages the healthiest lifestyle possible.
A robust public realm network ensures public
access and enjoyment of new open spaces that will

encourage social cohesion. A minimum of 12% of the
master planned area will be dedicated as public space
to include public parks, urban plazas, and squares. As
a complete community, Zibi will provide opportunities
for people to shop, work and play in proximity to their
home.
Ecological Systems
Zibi is built on rethinking and re-structuring the built
environment in response to, and in collaboration with,
the natural environment. Zibi utilizes the ‘One Planet
Communities’ framework to help guide sustainability
and eco-friendly planning for the project. Zibi is
Canada’s ﬁrst One Planet designated community.
A site-speciﬁc One Planet Action Plan for Zibi has
been endorsed and will inform all aspects of the
implementation of the Master Plan
Vibrant Waterfront
Creating public access to the riverfront where none
has existed for centuries, Zibi is the place where
locals and tourists will go to experience a range
of urban amenities. The public will have access to
previously closed-off areas of the Ottawa River through
vibrant waterfronts, several public gathering spaces,
restaurants and boardwalks.
Complete Community
It is envisioned that cars at Zibi are intended to be an
optional convenience, not a necessity. The Master Plan
envisions a community where a resident could live for
a month without leaving a 1 kilometre radius and every
residence is subsequently located within 500 metres of
a place of employment upon completion of the project.
Incubate Innovation
The Zibi lands have long represented an area of
industry innovation. The redevelopment lands will
continue to foster innovation through inspiring social

Examples of interactions with successful public and open space elements.
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spaces and architecture that facilitate collaboration
and an embedded commitment to creativity.
Create and Enhance Views
The site provides truly unparalleled and protected
views of Parliament Hill, the National Gallery of
Canada, the Supreme Court of Canada, the Canadian
War Museum, Gatineau Park, the skylines of Ottawa
and Gatineau, as well as the Ottawa River and the
Chaudière Falls.

Top: Tietgen Student Hall, Copenhagen, Denmark
Middle: Solar Energy Farm
Bottom: Parliament of Canada from the Ottawa River

Zero Carbon
All buildings and structures at Zibi are
carbon neutral; powered and heated by a
combination of on and off-site renewable
energy.

Sustainable Water
At Zibi, water will be used efﬁciently in
buildings and in the products we buy.
Water will also be managed in such a
way as to avoid local ﬂooding and avoid
pollution to watercourses.. Best practice
standards in water conservation, water
efﬁciency, recycling and surface water
management will be adopted.

Zero Waste
Zibi is designed around a waste
hierarchy, prioritizing waste prevention
ﬁrst, then re-use, recycling and
composting, and lastly, energy recovery
before disposal to landﬁll. Zibi aims to
achieve zero waste by 2020.

Land Use & Wildlife Habitats
Zibi’s sustainable community will provide
a model for urban living in a diverse and
productive natural environment, while
making appropriate and efﬁcient use of
land and support beautiful landscapes.

Sustainable Transport
Zibi includes a transport plan to reduce
greenhouse gas and carbon emissions.
To reduce the need to travel, Zibi
provides access to sustainable transport
modes including designated cycling
lanes, walking paths, and easy access to
public transportation.

Culture & Community
At Zibi, a culture of sustainability,
community and a sense of place will
be nurtured. Zibi will maintain, enhance
or revive aspects of local culture, and
heritage.

Sustainable Materials
Windmill Development Group will
prioritize construction materials that are
low impact, durable, local and reclaimed.
High impact or polluting materials will be
avoided.

Equity & Local Economy
Zibi ensures vibrant social equity by
nurturing a strong social fabric of diverse
community members with accessible
services to all. Zibi is designed to be a
thriving, resilient economy supporting fair
employment, inclusive communities and
fair trade.

Local and Sustainable Food
Zibi makes it easy and convenient for
residents and tenants to procure and
enjoy local, healthy and sustainable food.

Health and Happiness
Zibi introduces easy, attractive and
affordable methods for people to lead
happy and healthy lives while using their
fair share of the earth’s resources.
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Figure 2: Zibi follows the ambitions of One Planet Community action plan
based on the above principles.
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Figure 3: Public Spaces, Parks and Plazas
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2.1 PUBLIC REALM AND
OPEN SPACE AREAS
Zibi represents an opportunity to create a unique
set of public open spaces within an extraordinary
setting. The Master Plan identiﬁed a network of
pathways, plazas, courtyards, and park spaces, all
interconnected by a network of streets and woonerfs
to provide permeability and connectivity to each of
the spaces as well as adjacent areas.
Each of the open space features present
opportunities to integrate the heritage values and an
understanding of the extensive and signiﬁcant site
history.
The creation of interesting, varied and dramatic view
corridors and new lookouts is a signiﬁcant part of
the proposed network of new public spaces. These
include views of the Chaudière Falls, Parliament Hill,
the National Gallery of Canada, the Canadian War
Museum, the ridgeline of the Gatineau Park, the city
skylines and the Ottawa River.

The open spaces that have been reviewed with
respect to this Plan are as follows (See Figure 3):

1

Head Street Square
Chaudière West, Ottawa

2

East End Park
Chaudière East, Ottawa

3

West End Park
Chaudière West, Ottawa

4

Union Square
Chaudière East, Ottawa

5

The Water Way
Albert Island, Ottawa

6

Albert Courtyard
Albert Island, Ottawa

7

West Eddy Plaza
Industrial Core, Gatineau

8

East Eddy Plaza
Saint-Jacques, Gatineau

9

Laval Plaza
De la Rive, Gatineau

10

Capital View Park
Des Perspectives, Gatineau

11

North Shore Park
De la Rive, Gatineau
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2.2 CULTURAL AND
NATURAL HERITAGE
The historic, cultural, geographic and industrial
signiﬁcance of the Zibi site has been well documented.
So too has the concept that the site, as a whole, is
a cultural heritage resource worthy of protection.
The physical parts that constitute this whole are not
all individually signiﬁcant, however. As a result, few
buildings are designated or listed as heritage buildings
or sites. Only the former E.B. Eddy buildings along
Alexandre-Taché Boulevard are classiﬁed and legally
protected (under the Québec Cultural Property Act).
The City of Ottawa has accepted the intent of the
redevelopment to follow the Zibi Master Plan, which
includes recommendations arising from the Cultural
Heritage Impact Statement Report (2014).
The Master Plan retains aspects of the historic fabric
(road pattern, building placement, etc.) that offers
an important link with interpretation on the site.
Accordingly, this Plan uses the assessment of cultural
heritage mapping in the Cultural Heritage Impact
Statement (2014) as the baseline built form plan.
To date, the natural heritage of the Zibi site has not
been as well documented. Archaeological reports for
both Ontario and Québec delineate the full extent of
the site’s industrial use and the many modiﬁcations
to the Ottawa River and the islands’ shorelines. It is
reasonable to summarize that, beyond the geology,
and as evident in the many historical photos studied in
the preparation of this plan,there is little extant ground
surface or related vegetation that would predate 1900.

Top: The Ottawa and Hull Timber Industry Sites
Bottom Left: Portagers
Bottom Middle: Ezra Butler Eddy
Bottom Right: The ‘Ruggles’ Timber slide
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An offering of tobacco to the ‘Asticou’, on the edge of the Chaudière
Falls, as imagined and illustrated by C.W. Jefferys, c. 1930
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3.0 PLANNING CONTEXT
3.1 CITY OF OTTAWA
In October 2014, the City of Ottawa approved Ofﬁcial
Plan and Zoning By-law Amendments (By-laws 2014396 and 2014-395, respectively) to implement the Zibi
Master Plan. The Ofﬁcial Plan Amendment contained
speciﬁc language relating to the cultural heritage
value of the site and the intent of the City to designate
various physical attributes as heritage resources under
the Ontario Heritage Act to protect and honour the
site’s heritage value after redevelopment.
As part of Windmill’s commitment to the celebration
of heritage throughout the development, they signed
a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the City
of Ottawa prior to approval of the application which
identiﬁed resources to be designated as well as the
requirement to prepare a heritage interpretive plan to
commemorate the site’s history. The following themes
were identiﬁed as needing to be developed and
implemented through the Heritage Interpretation Plan:
• Current & Historic themes of Indigenous
Peoples, especially the Algonquin Anishinabe;
• Early settlement;
• The wood industry;
• The 1900 ﬁre and subsequent reconstruction;

Plan Sections: 4.6.3.6, 4.11.15 and 5.6). Algonquin
Anishinabe communities were invited to be involved
in Zibi from the start of the planning process. Formal
collaborations have been in place with the Algonquins
of Pikwàkangàn First Nation and the Algonquins
of Ontario, and have continued throughout the
development of this Plan

3.2 CITY OF GATINEAU
Similarly, the City of Gatineau approved the ﬁrst
applications relating to Zibi in November 2014
approving several by-laws to implement the Master
Plan. The approvals did not require further heritage
planning, however it did recognize the intent to
adaptively restore and reuse several heritage buildings
within the Industrial Core district. As noted above, the
E.B. Eddy Buildings (1, 2, 3 and 6) along the south side
of Boulevard Alexandre-Taché are the only buildings
on the entire Zibi lands that have been designated and
protected as heritage buildings.
Though the preparation of a Heritage Interpretive Plan
was not required by the City of Gatineau as a part of
its development approval, the lands in Gatineau have
been included to ensure a cohesive and consistent
opportunity to celebrate the history of the site.

• The pulp and paper industry;
• Labour history; and,
• Others as may be determined through further
study.
The City of Ottawa Ofﬁcial Plan contains policies
relating to engagement with Indigenous Peoples of the
area, the Algonquin Anishinabe, on design interests
including streetscaping, landscaping, signage and
public art that celebrates Algonquin history and
culture for development on public land (Ottawa Ofﬁcial
Top: Vat room of the E.B. Eddy paper mill. c.1915
Bottom Left: Painting of an Algonquin couple. c.1700-1720
Bottom Right: Log sweepers collecting stranded logs found on the Ottawa River banks
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3.3 CITY OF OTTAWA SITE PLAN CONTROL PROCESS

3.4 CITY OF GATINEAU SITE PLAN CONTROL PROCESS

CONSULTANT ENGAGEMENT + PROJECT START UP

CONSULTANT ENGAGEMENT + PROJECT START UP

Review of HIP by Project Team

Review of HIP by Project Team

PRE-APPLICATION CONSULTATION
MEETING

STAKEHOLDER
CONSULTATION

Requirement for project team to include HIP
section within the Planning Rationale

Key stakeholder groups identiﬁed
in HIP by Project Team

APPLICATION PREPARATION +
SUBMISSION

City circulates materials to internal
departments and key stakeholders.

STAKEHOLDER
CONSULTATION

Application materials include a
Discussion of how the HIP has been
implemented through the design

Key stakeholder groups identiﬁed
in HIP by Project Team

TECHNICAL REVIEW
Application is reviewed internally by City of
Gatineau Staff

Application materials include a discussion of
how the HIP has been implemented through
the design

TECHNICAL CIRCULATION + REVIEW

APPLICATION PREPARATION +
SUBMISSION

STAKEHOLDER
CONSULTATION
Key stakeholder groups identiﬁed
in HIP by Project Team

DELEGATED AUTHORITY REVIEW +
APPROVAL
Final review and approval by City’s
Development Review Staff

Figure 4: City of Ottawa Site Plan Control Process

COMITÉ CONSULTATIF
D’URBANISME (CCU)
Application is presented to the CCU for
review and a recommendation of approval

COUNCIL CONSIDERATION
The CCU recommendation is forwarded to
Council for their review and approval

Figure 5: City of Gatineau PIIA Approvals Process
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4.0 HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE LANDS
Various assessments of the Zibi site’s heritage values
by consultants, federal and provincial governments
(Ontario and Québec) and by the City of Ottawa
establish the overall site values, and form a basis
for the development of the heritage themes for site
interpretation.
The cultural heritage signiﬁcance is derived from the
site’s association with Indigenous people, the early
settlement of Ottawa-Gatineau and the fundamental
role that the site’s industries and associated leaders
played in the cities’ industrial history as resource
towns in the wood, pulp and paper sectors and in the
development of hydroelectric power.
Synopses of the historic development and heritage
value of the Zibi site by the City of Ottawa (Appendix
C) and by the government of Québec (Appendix D) are
available.

Top Left: Hull Timber yard
Top Right: A crew of voyageurs running a rapid.
Bottom Left: The Great Fire, 1900, Hull
Bottom Middle: John Rudolhous Booth (J.R.) and Sons, c.1900
Bottom Right: E.B. Eddy’s Manufacturing and Lumber Advertisement
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Paper mill workers circa 1920s.
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4.1 HERITAGE VALUES
In undertaking the Zibi redevelopment, it is understood
that the cultural heritage and historic values of the site
will not be impaired and that the heritage resources
and their associated values are to be respected. It
is the intent of this Plan to provide methods for the
interpretation of the site’s historic values.
The following summarizes the historic values of the
site as a whole:
• The Ottawa River watershed is the traditional
territory of the Algonquin People. This site’s
shoreline was a meeting place of signiﬁcance
for the Algonquin Anishinabe, and other First
Nations.

• The site was the centre of the lumber industry
that followed the squared timber trade and
became the location of saw mills and factories
devoted to the production of wood products
such as matches, buckets, joinery, framing, and
siding.
• The prominent 19th century entrepreneur,
Ezra Butler Eddy, is a designated person of
National Historic Signiﬁcance and during the
late 19th century was a primary employer of Hull
residents, the earliest paper producer in the
region, and the ﬁrst to introduce a sulphite paper
production process in Canada.

• At this location, the Gatineau banks of the
Ottawa River are historically associated with
a portage and trade route for Indigenous
people, as well as early European explorers and
missionaries.

• The E.B. Eddy industrial complex is the historic
site of the ﬁrst match production in Canada and
speciﬁc historic buildings (associated with the
wood and paper industry for over a century) are
classiﬁed as valued architectural and historic
structures by the Province of Québec (on
Boulevard Alexandre-Taché in Gatineau).

• The site is associated with the founding of
Wrightsville, the ﬁrst immigrant settlement in the
area founded and established by pioneer and
entrepreneur Philemon Wright in 1800.

• The site is associated with the earliest
hydroelectric power production, with
hydroelectricity being commemorated as a
National Historic Event.

• The site is associated with the region’s early
industrial enterprises located to take advantage
of the water resources, and their utility for power
generation, at the Chaudière Falls (and the
Devil’s Hole), and the Ottawa River as an early
means of transport for the timber trade (where
rafts and later, log booms, were principal means
of ﬂoating wood eastward).

• The site, as well as major sectors of Hull and
Ottawa, was devastated by a ﬁre in 1900 but
the industrial area was swiftly rebuilt with a new
focus on the pulp and paper industry that had
developed rapidly in Canada since the 1890s.

• The site is designated as a National Historic
Event for the association with the 19th century
‘Ruggles’ Slide’ introduced by Ruggles Wright, a
son of Philemon Wright.
• The site was fundamental to Canada’s early
squared timber trade, which is formally
recognized with the National Historic
Signiﬁcance designation of Ottawa Valley’s
Production of White Pine.

• The site is central to the early 20th century
global domination of the Canadian pulp and
paper industry (led by J.R. Booth). The historic
value of this industrial and manufacturing
role is commemorated nationally in four
commemorative National Historic Events: the
20th century development of the Ottawa Valley
Forestry Industry, the Pulp and Paper Industry
of Québec, the 20th century development of the
Canadian Pulp and Paper Industry and the 20th
century development of Canada’s Manufacturing
Industry.

Top: Painting of traditional Indigenous setting
Bottom Left: Paper mill machines and workers in the E.B. Eddy Building. c.1920
Bottom Right: Les Allumettières, Hull (year unknown)
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• The Federal and Ontario governments have
designated the Ottawa River as a Canadian
Heritage River, the ‘original trans-Canada
highway.’

• The setting of the place within a larger industrial
landscape that includes lands on both sides
of the Ottawa River, signiﬁcant hydro-electric
buildings, and the ring dam.

• The site was associated with the working class
neighbourhoods in central Hull and LeBreton
Flats in Ottawa , whose inhabitants worked in
the mills on the islands and both sides of the
river.

• The Chaudière Bridge, and the historic
Chaudière Falls and shoreline, and the other
islands.

• The site is associated with the ﬁrst labour
disputes by a women’s union in Québec
(Union Ouvrière Feminine de Hull), and with
its President, Donalda Charron, who led ‘les
Allumettières’ (‘match girls’ as the E.B. Eddy
women employees were commonly called) to
strike in 1924.
• The site is associated with regional lumber
barons and early industrialists including Henry
Bronson, E.B. Eddy, Captain Levi Young, C.B.
Pattee, W.G. Perley and J.R. Booth.
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• The setting with its views, particularly of
Parliament Hill to the east and the Ottawa River
to the west.
• The Buchanan, Bronson and Ottawa Hydro
Channels (note: Bronson and Ottawa Hydro
Channel are separated by a concrete bulkhead).
• The bridge connecting the west end of the island
across the Bronson and Hydro Channels.
• The former road patterns, where discernible, and
Union Square (Chaudière Island at Booth Street).

• The site possesses environmental and historic
value for the characteristic limestone rock, active
river waters and regional ﬂora.
The features that further deﬁne the site as a historic
place of value include:
• The naturalized shoreline that is bordered by
a variety of trees and shrubs that have grown
along the water’s edge, largely on landﬁll
deposited by over a century of industrial activity.
• The manmade shoreline that consists of building
foundations, cribs and retaining walls which
extend below the water level.

Top: Artist rendering of Chaudère Bridge (year unknown)
Bottom Left: Indigenous peoples in birch bark canoes. c.1908
Bottom Right: Chaudière Falls, ‘Asticou’ before Hydro dam was installed. c.1880
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4.2 HISTORIC BUILDINGS
Several historic buildings on the Zibi site are protected
by law in Québec. Select Ontario buildings have been
evaluated by the City of Ottawa, and are identiﬁed as
being of historic importance or interest:
• E.B. Eddy Industrial Complex
• The Main Mill

E.B EDDY BUILDING
(BUILDINGS 01-06)

• Booth Board Mill
• Administrative Building
• Stables and Carriage House
• Central Stores Building
Appendix C contains details of the City of Ottawa’s
heritage value assessments for these structures and
building complexes.

BOOTH BOARD MILL
(BUILDINGS 523-534)

THE MAIN MILL
(BUILDINGS 501-509)

ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING
(BUILDING 540)

STABLES & CARRIAGE HOUSE
(BUILDING 541)

LEGEND

CENTRAL STORES
(BUILDINGS 542-543)

SITE AREA
HERITAGE STREETS, PATHS, PLAZA
EXISTING BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES UNDER STUDY FOR
RETENTION
STRUCTURE UNDER STUDY FOR PARTIAL
REUSE

0

200m

Figure 6: Heritage Buildings and Sites
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Top Left: Booth Board Mill (Building 523-534)
Bottom Left: E.B. Eddy Building (Building 01-06)
Right: E.B. Eddy Building
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4.3 NATIONAL HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE
The site is directly associated with diverse national
commemorative designations for its industrial history,
with the ﬁrst such designation made in 1943. All
designations have been made by the Historic Sites &
Monuments Board of Canada:
1943

The Production of White Pine in the
Ottawa Valley is commemorated to
be of National Historic Signiﬁcance

1976

Ezra Butler Eddy is commemorated
as a Person of National Historic
Signiﬁcance
The ‘Ruggles’ Slide’ is
commemorated as an Event of
National Historic Signiﬁcance
The Ottawa Valley Forestry
Industry (20th century development)
is commemorated as an Event of
National Historic Signiﬁcance
Hydroelectricity is commemorated as
a National Historic Event

1976

1976

1986
1987

1987

2005

The Canadian Pulp and Paper
Industry (20th century development)
is commemorated as a National
Historic Event
Canada’s Manufacturing Industry
(20th century development) is
commemorated as a National
Historic Event
Québec’s Pulp and Paper Industry
is commemorated as a National
Historic Event

Top Left: Early image of the Ottawa Hydro Dam.
Top Middle: White pines.
Bottom Left: The ‘Ruggles’ Slide.
Bottom Middle: Lumber trade workers.
Bottom Right: E.B. Eddy paper mill vat. c.1950.
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Parliament Hill from the Gatineau shoreline, 1963
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4.4 ARCHAEOLOGICAL
RESOURCES
Rue Laurier

- Taché

Boule

QUÉBEC

eB

tag

Por

A test survey was conducted on Chaudière and Albert
Islands, in Ontario. No culturally signiﬁcant material
was recovered during this work (most notable was a
fragment of a mid-20th century Coca-Cola bottle). To
date, no known surveys have been undertaken on the
Québec lands. A Watching Brief was in progress as of
February 2015.
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Rue Eddy

To date, the site’s archaeological value has been
assessed in separate studies for Ontario and Québec
with both identifying areas of archaeological potential
(as shown in Figure 7 and Figure 9). The identiﬁcation
of these areas is relevant for its alerting function in
the case of any proposed ground disturbance and
also identiﬁes areas that have the potential to yield
new information, elaborate on history, or substantiate
historical accounts.
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A considerable array of industrial archaeology
(machinery, and associated artifacts) has already been
removed from the site.
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HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGICAL POTENTIAL

Figure 7: Québec Archaeological Assessment from ‘Anciens terrains de la Domtar à Gatineau – Étude de potential archéologique’. 2015
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Bottom: Rafting timbers in the Ottawa River.
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Figure 8: Ontario Archaeological Assessment from Stage 1 Archaeological Assessment Of Chaudiere And Albert Islands. 2014
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5.0 THE ZIBI HIP
5.1 INTERPRETATION
Interpretation communicates what is signiﬁcant about
places, people and/or events. It provides insight
about what’s special and why it’s valued. It’s often
a celebration of place and things, culture, nature,
creativity and traditions. It can also take the form of
commemoration, reﬂecting histories, whether or not
outcomes were favourable. Interpretation is connected
to sites and objects, artwork or living things and it can
be experienced anywhere; in parks, visitor centers,
historic sites, city streets, and such. Interpretation can:
•

Bring meaning to cultural or environmental
resources, enhance visitor appreciation and
promote a better understanding. As a result,
visitors are more likely to care for what they
identify as a valued resource.

•

Enhance the visitor experience, resulting
in longer stays and repeat visits. This is
interconnected to increased income and new
employment opportunities.

•

Enable communities to better understand their
heritage, and to express their own ideas and
feelings about their neighbourhood. As a result,
individuals may be able to identify with lost
values inherent in their culture. This helps people
develop a personal and collective sense of
belonging.

THE GOALS OF INTERPRETATION
The following goals have been used to guide the
preparation of this Heritage Interpretive Plan, while at
the same time respecting the 2015 Zibi Master Plan.
Provoke
Interpretation can provoke ideas and has the ability to
steer people toward a completely new understanding
of what they have come to see.

Authenticity
Interpretation and presentation should contribute
to the conservation of the authenticity of a cultural
heritage site by communicating its signiﬁcance without
adversely impacting its cultural values or irreversibly
altering its fabric.

Insight
Interpretation aims to provide new insights, ideas,
stories, and associated ways of looking at or
appreciating a culture, place, or thing.

Access & Understanding
Interpretation should enhance personal experience,
increase public respect and understanding, and
communicate the importance of the conservation of
cultural heritage sites. The aim should be to stimulate
further interest, learning, experience, and exploration.

Orient
To help visitors taken an interest in the interpretation
being offered, it is important for visitors to feel ‘at
home’ in the environment. It’s basic to let them know
what there is to do on the site, how to navigate to
points of interest, and where things are located.

Information Sources
Interpretation should be based on well-researched
studies of the site and its surroundings, as well as from
living cultural traditions. It should show the range of
oral and written information, material remains, and any
traditions/meanings attributed to the site.

Entertain
Interpretation should (when appropriate) create
an experience that is entertaining, enjoyable, and
memorable; inciting visitors to come back again.
Explain
Interpretation should educate visitors on the overall
site and give an explanation of what’s happening. It
can answer questions about the future, present and/
or tell stories of the past. By demonstrating these
explanations in an innovative manner they become
much more appealing to people passing by.
Sense of Place
Interpretation should foster a sense of place, offering
up what is truly unique and distinct about an area, and
what it has to offer. If done well, it should generate
pride on the part of residents and fascination on the
part of visitors.
Top Left: Pedestrian Seating Area, The Highline, New York City
Bottom: Vanke Daxing Showroom Beijing, China
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Wall Carving Portraits, Alexandre Farto, Portugal
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5.2 THE PLAN
RESEARCH & ENGAGEMENT
The HIP is the product of extensive research into
the site’s setting, rich history and archaeology. It is
also a by-product of the 2013-14 master planning
process, consultations with municipal (Ottawa and
Gatineau), provincial (Ontario and Quebec) and federal
(NCC, Public Works, and Historic Sites & Monuments
Board of Canada) levels of government, and
pursuant to continued engagement with indigenous
communities and groups, including the Algonquins
of Pikwàkanagàn, the Algonquins of Ontario, and the
Memengweshii Anishinabe advisory council.

It should be noted that the project’s buildings and
their interiors are not within the scope of this plan.
Guidelines for the design of the buildings have been
addressed within the Master Plan, which can be
downloaded from zibi.ca.

The Plan is also the product of a thorough review of
the physical Zibi site (spanning two provinces on the
shores of the Ottawa River), terrain, buildings, and
infrastructure, for insight into its past and its present.
This review has generated strategic thinking into its
‘best future’, in a manner that respects and honours
cultural and historical resources.
For Zibi, the HIP introduces an innovative way to
integrate urban design with heritage interpretation and
develop creative experiences for visitors and locals.
The scope of the Plan complies with international best
practices for heritage interpretation planning, and far
exceeds the requirements of the local and provincial
statutory planning requirements.
THE PUBLIC REALM
The HIP will be applied to Zibi’s civic open spaces,
meaning its public streets, squares, plazas, courtyards,
and parks. The open space map on the following page
illustrates the network of spaces to which the Plan will
apply, with the aim of weaving them together, creating
a rich experience - to insight, provoke, entertain,
educate one and all visitors in an authentic manner.
Top Left: Wooden Boat Sculptures, Lambeth, London
%RWWRP/HIW,Q´QLW\)RXQWDLQ0RQWJRPHU\*ROI&RXUVH'XEDL
Right: Art Basel, Miami Beach
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SITE AREA
PUBLIC PARKS
PUBLIC PLAZAS
NEIGHBOURHOOD COMMUNES
STEEP SLOPE PRESERVATION
RECREATIONAL TRAIL

Zibi Open Space Network Plan as provided by the 2015 Master Plan, 2016
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INTERPRETIVE ELEMENTS
As the Zibi development is built in the coming years,
the following elements will be introduced to its public
spaces:
•

Gateway and entrance features;

•

Walkway/plaza paving materials;

•

Benches & other seating;

•

Recycling & waste receptacles;

•

Bicycle racks;

•

Bollards;

•

Tree grates and guards;

•

Walls, fences, barriers, partitions and hoarding;

•

Shelters & structures;

•

Children’s playground components;

•

Multilingual signage (regulation, streets,
interpretive & way-ﬁnding). Windmill will make
best efforts to include Algonquin in the site
multilingual signage, according to the spelling
and pronunciation of Indigenous project partners;

•

Plantings (trees, shrubs, perennials & grasses);

•

Planters;

•

Sculpture & art installations;

•

Water features;

•

Manhole & catch basin covers;

•

Trafﬁc signal boxes

•

Sound & music installations;

•

Sculptures (wind, water, etc.)

•

Light standards (pole mounted, bollards, inground, etc);

•

Lighting digital projections of places, objects or
social media messages;

•

Material use in natural, manipulated or processed
forms;

•

Industrial archaeology (salvaged materials) for
use in public art;

•

Open, performance spaces or forums to enable
theatre, cinema, assembly; and

•

Demonstration of a process or activity.

These interpretive elements represent a menu of
urban design features, which can be selected and
applied to the public spaces. These elements should
be designed tactically, and strategically linked to the
goals of this HIP.
Common elements like street furniture, lighting,
receptacles, paver stones, planters and such, should
be developed with common characteristics, reminding
visitors that they are at Zibi, a distinct and authentic
place. It is also worth noting that there is opportunity
for interpretation through place naming. Promenades,
buildings, squares and parks could be given names or
titles that communicate their historic importance, or
reinforce the site’s cultural signiﬁcance.

that these salvaged objects be kept in-situ or in their
functional location. The reuse of these artifacts and
materials is in accord with several principles of the
One Planet Action Plan.
The Plan proposes minimal use of unnecessary
elements, such as traditional stand-alone signs.
Interpretive signs are used sparingly, understanding
that these can visually clutter the environment. In
most civic spaces, modest caption signs would be
developed and discretely placed to clarify details and
acknowledge artists. As appropriate, Zibi’s new urban
features and streetscape elements should be also be
used to communicate or interpret themes and historic
content.
Interpretation could also rely on an integrative design
approach, meaning a combination of subtle and direct
methods for delivering historic information, story telling
and recreational activities would convey the historical
and cultural signiﬁcance of the site.
Windmill Development Group and Dream Unlimited
will serve as the Master Developers and will oversee,
coordinate and curate the incremental implementation
of the Plan.

The repurposing of some existing buildings and the
reuse of salvaged materials and objects will also
contribute to creating a sense of place for residents
and visitors. Special care will be necessary for the
identiﬁcation and protection of these cultural heritage
items on site. Examples of industrial remnants on
site that will be salvaged and can potentially be used
for interpretive purposes include steam lines, pipes,
valves, stop logs, light ﬁxtures, and some of the
remaining machinery associated with paper production
left behind by Domtar. Where possible, it is preferred
Top: Artist Interpretation of Algonquin people with birch bark canoe
%RWWRP3KLOHPRQ:ULJKWGHSLFWHGRQKLV´UVW
squared timber raft. c.1806
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5.3 THE THEMES & SPACES
A UNIFYING INDIGENOUS THEME
One of Windmill’s goals at Zibi is to ensure meaningful
recognition of Indigenous cultures and peoples in
Canada’s capital region, a presence that is largely
absent in Ottawa and Gatineau.
With this in mind, the Plan proposes the application
of an Indigenous ‘unifying theme’ to all of Zibi’s public
spaces. This unifying theme will act as a conduit to
the past, present and future of Indigenous peoples
and culture throughout the site, and make an effort to
speciﬁcally feature the Algonquin Anishinabe Nation,
upon who’s unceded ancestral territory the National
Capital Region is built.
The unifying theme idea emerged from a series of
initial discussions and engagement sessions from
August 2015 to September 2016 with the project’s
current Indigenous counterparts: Pikwàkanagàn First
Nation, the Algonquins of Ontario, and members of the
Memengweshii Advisory Council. These discussions
were centred on ideas for interpretation and
preliminary guidance on how aspects of the Algonquin
Anishinabe culture could be represented in Zibi’s
public realm designs.
During these sessions with Algonquin Anishinabe
community members, ideas emerged around
traditional way-ﬁnding, travel, and orientation systems
for First Peoples, the sights, sounds and symbols of
signiﬁcance to Algonquin people, teachings and core
values and their presence in the arts, traditional uses
for various materials, plants, instruments and animals,
and the deeply rooted sustainability practices, well
ahead of European contact.
While this initial guidance was instrumental in
developing the principles of the Plan, it is expected
that there will be an evolving and ongoing engagement

process to reﬁne the Algonquin Anishinabe
presence on the site as the detailed design of each
project phase is reﬁned over the coming years.
Representatives from Algonquin communities will
be engaged to secure site appropriate ideas and
suggestions, through urban design, landscape design,
industrial design, and culturally appropriate designs
of ‘interpretive elements’, in parks, plazas, courtyards
and/or squares.
For instance, public spaces may be ‘uniﬁed’ from
an Indigenous perspective through site furniture,
lighting, paving, way-ﬁnding, signage, landscaping,
or other items designed in a manner to convey
Algonquin culture. These elements, individually subtle
but collectively powerful, would guide experiences
throughout the site.
Other examples could include: animal representations
or prints in pavement; canoe and paddle shapes for
seating; wind chimes playing music in the landscape;
trilingual way-ﬁnding signage (Algonquin, French and
English); the four directions in the medicine wheel;
traditional plants/trees integrated into landscaping;
rendez-vous points on site commemorating the
traditional meeting place at the conﬂuence of three
rivers; and Algonquin history themed murals.
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SIX KEY INTERPRETIVE THEMES
In an effort to best communicate the long and rich
history of the site to visitors and residents, six (6)
‘key interpretive themes’ have been identiﬁed for the
development. In parallel with the unifying Indigenous
theme, these key interpretive themes will form the
overall framework for the HIP. The interpretive themes
are follows:
•

Water

•

Wood

•

Paper

•

Transport

•

Habitat

•

Renewal
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Consequently, each of the 6 themes has been
assigned to the envisioned public spaces (parks,
plazas, squares and courtyards) recognized within the
Master Plan. Please see the map on the following page
to appreciate the location, size and associated themes
of these public spaces.
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Figure 9: Key Thematic Sites within the Master Plan
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The assignment of the themes to the public spaces
was undertaken according to careful consideration
of past activity on the site and future potential. Each
theme will be represented in as few as one public
space and as many as three.
Several factors were considered when selecting the
appropriate theme for given parks, including:
•

Location: ease of public access, waterfront,
public visibility, functional compatibility;

•

Physical Scale: building heights, open space
area (based on the Master Plan allocations);

•

Character: natural or built form, both existing and
proposed;

•

Predominant surrounding activities: residential,
commercial, leisure, passage or thoroughfare;

•

Historic Association: speciﬁcs that directly tie
the location to the theme, including relics and
associated personalities;

•

Existing Features: elements that convey the
history, including roads, water channels, building
scale, historic building fabric; and

•

Viewsheds: to and from particular subjects, and
relevance to the themes.

The following pages will outline the six key interpretive
themes in greater detail and provide guidelines for
how they can be applied to the public spaces. The
HIP does not intend to be prescriptive in the design
of these public spaces. Instead, it acknowledges
the vision from the Master Plan, and discusses the
potential design and interpretive elements, with
particular relevance to the given theme.

Top: View of Parliament, 2015
Bottom: View of Parliament, 1938
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5.4

WATER
SUBTHEME: POWER
GLACIAL RETREAT, CHAMPLAIN SEA,
SPIRITUAL ENERGY, CHAUDIÈRE FALLS,
ASTICOU, LE TROU DU DIABLE, THE OTTAWA
RIVER, INTERVENTION + INNOVATION

Water has been chosen as a theme given its relation to
the site’s setting on the Ottawa River (“Kichi/Kiji”), the
historic relationship of the waterway from Indigenous
travel and ceremony to industrial development and
innovation, and the dramatic physical presence of the
Chaudière Falls.
The water theme has been applied to the West
End Park on Chaudière Island and to the pathway
connection proposed between the Ottawa River
parkway and the park along the Hydro Ottawa
headworks.

ORIGINAL WATER SUPPLY COURSE
THEME: LANDFILL / LOST WATERWAYS
/ MANMADE SHORELINES

TROU DU DIABLE

“KIJI SIBI”
THE OTTAWA RIVER

THE RING DAM POWER
FORCE OF “KICHI MANIDO”
FALLING WATERS

“ASTICOU” , KETTLE FALLS,
CHAUDIÈRE FALLS
“AKIKPAUTIK”
PLACE OF THE
PIPE BOWL FALLS

WEST END PARK

THE WATER WAY

SOUND OF FALLING WATER
THEME: SPIRITUAL ENERGY

0

200m

Figure 10: Water Theme Interpretation and Key Sites
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INTERPRETATION COMPONENTS FOR WATER
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WEST END PARK, OTTAWA

District:
Interpretive Sub-Theme:
Main Subjects:

Chaudière West, Ottawa
Power
Glacial Retreat, Intervention & Innovation

Key interpretive message to be transmitted:

The importance and evolution of hydroelectricity at the Chaudière Falls and Island.

FEATURE DEFINITIONS
As noted in the City of Ottawa’s Ofﬁcial Plan
Amendment (2014), the following elements were
important for this park space:
• Water play plaza
• Perimeter multi use pathway
• Boardwalk
• Naturalized foreshore planting
The location is compatible, supportive and enhances
the Water- Power theme in the following ways:
• A dominant perimeter edge deﬁned by water;
• Adjacent, and connected, to Energy Ottawa’s
hydro-generating station with its proposed,
complementary interpretation facility;
• Connected to Ottawa River Pathway with
good public visibility, expansive views and the
opportunity to build on existing interpretation
resources on this river access route and extend
themed interpretation onto the bridges;
• Opportunities for views from upper levels of
new buildings and thus wider beneﬁt of views of
dynamic water installations and people; and,

• Mixed uses in new buildings are expected to
bring diverse people: workers, residents, visitors,
etc.
The current physical character:

INTERPRETATION COMPONENTS
Based on the functions in the Master Plan program,
the following are recommended components for the
public interpretation program for the West End Park:

• Disused industrial area with partially excavated
ground level (2016 Energy Ottawa project
staging and intervention).

• Kinetic water sculpture and playful water
jet fountains with water activated paving all
contributing to the thematic emphasis of the
movement of water;

• Shoreline row of conifers along the southern
perimeter of the site.

• Night lighting and projections conveying water
messages;

Functions, features and context proposed in the
Master Plan:
• Urban park with water features;
• Pedestrian bridge and pathway linkages to/from
south Ottawa River shores (at the Canadian War
Museum) via Albert Island and to the northwest,
into the Energy Ottawa site and its proposed
interpretation amenities;
• High-rise mixed use buildings along the park’s
eastern edge.

• Hydro energy simulator to demonstrate a basic
power generation process;
• Industrial archaeological artifacts - possibly to
include disposals from current Energy Ottawa
project;
• Continuous spine of bridges and interpretive
walkways from the War Museum on the
mainland to the Chaudière Falls – paving
patterns, integrated railing mounted signage,
themed lighting, etc.;

• Plantings characteristic of the Canadian Shield,
naturally interspersed into ﬁssures in the
predominant ﬁeldstone/limestone foreshore
(both natural and deliberately formed); and,
• Linkage with Energy Ottawa’s proposed park
(the Water Way) and information centre.
The following images convey static and dynamic ways
of integrating a few of the previous components listed.
These images are for illustrative purposes only.
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WEST END PARK
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Figure 11: West End Park
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5.4.2

THE WATER WAY, OTTAWA

District:

Chaudière West, Ottawa

Interpretive Sub-Theme:

n/a

Main Subjects:

Glacial Retreat, Chaudière Falls, Ottawa River, Intervention & Innovation

Key Interpretive Message to be transmitted:

The history and importance of the Ottawa River and Chaudière Falls

FEATURE DEFINITIONS
As a part of the development approval process, the
City of Ottawa recommended collaboration with
Energy Ottawa for a new pedestrian and bike crossing
to connect the south shore and Canada War Museum
to the Chaudière West district across the headworks.
This is the area of The Water Way.
The location is compatible, supportive and enhances
the Water theme in the following ways:
• A series of bridges interconnect the islands.
• Connects to Energy Ottawa’s hydro-generating
station with its proposed, complementary
interpretation facility.
• Connects to Ottawa River Pathway system with
good public visibility, expansive views and the
opportunity to build on existing interpretation
resources on the NCC lands.
• Mixed uses in new buildings are expected to
bring diverse people: workers, residents, visitors,
etc.

The current physical character:
• Linear path from the landscaped park setting of
the Ottawa River Pathway across the headworks
and into a derelict industrial area with partially
excavated ground level, extending north to the
Energy Ottawa site.
• Portion of the walkway becomes a part of the
West End Park.
Functions, features and context proposed in the
Master Plan include:
• Pedestrian bridges and pathways to/ from
the south shore of the Ottawa River (at the
Canadian War Museum) via Albert Island and the
northwest, ﬂowing into the Energy Ottawa site.
• Passing over the hydro channels.

INTERPRETATION COMPONENTS
Interpretation along The Water Way can be logically
organized as a linear experience - telling stories of the
history of the Ottawa River and the Chaudière Falls at
points along the route.
Based on the functions in the Master Plan program,
the following are recommended as a part of the public
interpretation program for The Water Way:
• Graphic representation integrated with the
bridge handrails or panels;
• Night lighting of the route to further enhance the
water experience; and,
• Content takes into consideration the existing
National Capital Commission (NCC) waterfront
interpretation signs, and the proposed Energy
Ottawa information.

The following images convey static and dynamic ways
of integrating a few of the previous components listed.
These images are for illustrative purposes only.
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Figure 12: The Water Way
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5.5

WOOD

SUBTHEMES: LOG DRIVE,
PRODUCTS
ECOLOGY, REGIONAL TREES, PIONEERS,
INDUSTRIAL EXPANSION, LUMBER BARONS,
TRADE, INNOVATION, PRODUCTS, MOVABLE/
IMMOVABLE HERITAGE, LABOUR HISTORY
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The wood theme has been applied to the West Eddy
Plaza in Québec.
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The Wood theme relates to the region’s forests and
the site’s association with wood products, including
Indigenous Artistry and Craftsmanship, industrial
production by the early settlers, and the development
of the site as an economic powerhouse in squared
timber and match manufacturing.
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WOODEN IMPLEMENTS
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Figure 13: Wood Theme Interpretation and Key Sites
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WEST EDDY PLAZA, GATINEAU

District:
Interpretive Sub-Theme:
Main Subjects:

Industrial Core, Gatineau
Products
Wooden Products, Movable / Immovable Heritage, Labour History

Key Interpretive Message to be transmitted:

The products and labour of the early 20th century wood industry
The importance of the site as a historic portage and timber slide route

FEATURE DEFINITION
The City of Gatineau identiﬁed the following as
important elements for this park space:
• Wood deck and seating platform

The current physical character is:
• Disused industrial area with asphalt road;

• Views of the Chaudière Falls

• Waterfront that offers panoramic views of the
active workings of Québec Hydro facility; and,

• Enhanced connection to east side of Eddy

• Some scrub vegetation.

• Provide a connection to Montcalm Street Gatineau’s cultural axis
The location is compatible, supportive and enhances
the Wood-Products theme in the following ways:
• Showcase industrial history with architectural
heritage;
• Collaborate with commercial enterprise to
interpret the site’s history;
• Open access to the local waterfront and
interconnect trails; and,
• Capitalize on the diverse people (workers,
residents, visitors, etc.) that the proposed mix of
uses are expected to bring.

Functions and context proposed in the Master Plan:
• Wood deck and seating platforms;
• Planted squares; and,
• Enhanced crossing to east side of Eddy Street.

INTERPRETATION COMPONENTS
This public space is suited to commercial and retail
activities like cafés and restaurants that can beneﬁt
from the outdoor waterfront as part of the visitor
experience.
Based on the functions in the Master Plan program,
the following are recommended as a part of the public
interpretation program for West Eddy Plaza:
• Paved passage featuring wooden elements of
planters, benches, receptacles etc.;
• Fluid ground ﬂoor access to buildings,
with commercial enterprises assisting in
communicating the historical theme through
interior décor;
• Street furniture and amenities that make use of
variations on the forms of products associated
with the local wood industry, including for
example: washboards, pails, basins, brooms,
etc.;

• Open connection to the Parc des Portageurs
(NCC), the linear waterfront park to the west;
and,
• Signage summarizing the historic route as a
portage route and timber slide.
The following images convey means of integrating a
few of the previous components listed. These images
are for illustrative purposes only.
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Figure 14: West Eddy Plaza
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5.6

PAPER
EARLIEST VENTURES, INDUSTRIAL
EXPANSION, ELECTRIC POWER INNOVATION,
PRODUCTS, RELICS, LABOUR, TRADE,
OPERATION DECLINE

Paper was chosen as a theme as it relates to the
evolving industrial character of the site as a lumber
manufacture gave way to innovations in pulpwood and
paper production, the earliest use of electricity in these
industries, and the signiﬁcant employment impact of
the industries on the site.
The paper theme has been applied to the East
Eddy and Laval Plazas in Gatineau given it was the
approximate location of the ﬁrst pulp factory on the
site.
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Figure 15: Paper Theme Interpretation and Key Sites
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EAST EDDY PLAZA, GATINEAU

District:
Interpretive Sub-Theme:
Main Subjects:

Saint-Jacques, Gatineau
n/a
Earliest Ventures, Industrial Expansion, Products, Relics, Labour, Trade, Decline

Key Interpretive Message to be transmitted:

The establishment and scale of the region’s paper industry

FEATURE DEFINITION
The City of Gatineau identiﬁed the following as
important elements for this park space:
• Central pavilion and terrace
• Children’s play zone
• Pedestrian connection between Laval Street and
Esplanade Saint-Jacques
The location is compatible, supportive and enhances
the Paper theme in the following ways
• Former site of E.B. Eddy Company which was
the ﬁrst pulp and paper producer in the region;
and,
• Adjacent to historic buildings that supported
paper production.

The current physical character:
• Disused industrial area with partial excavations;
and,
• Western edge deﬁned by historic building
complex.
Functions, features and context proposed in the
Master Plan:
• Part of a proposed vibrant core of a new urban
environment;
• Mixed uses in new buildings are expected to
bring diverse people: workers, residents, visitors,
etc.; and,
• Features are proposed to include a pavilion,
terrace and children’s playground.

INTERPRETATION COMPONENTS
Incorporating wood and elements that tell about the
production of paper are important to the design of this
public space.
Based on the functions in the Master Plan program,
the following are recommended as a part of the public
interpretation program for East Eddy Plaza:
• Interactive play structures using cylindrical
shapes (evocative of paper rolling) as a part of
the children’s park;
• Night lighting;
• Image projections as ﬂeeting impressions of the
past;
• Playful edges and partitions recounting history
of regional paper industry’s 20th century growth:
recalling people and events associated with E.B.
Eddy Company and the paper industry; and,
• Industrial artifacts that can be adapted as
suitable street furniture or sculpture.

The following images convey ideas for a few of the
previous components listed. These images are for
illustrative purposes only.
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Figure 16: East Eddy Plaza
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5.6.2

LAVAL PLAZA, GATINEAU

District:

De la Rive, Gatineau

Interpretive Sub-Theme:

Public Forum & Gathering Place

Main Subjects:

Exchange & Lively Interaction

Key Interpretive Message to be transmitted:

Celebration of the regeneration and new vitality of public space

FEATURE DEFINITIONS
The City of Gatineau identiﬁed the following as
important elements for this park space:

The current physical character is:

• Urban square

• Disused industrial area with asphalt road and
hydropower lines; and,

• Views of Parliament Hill

• Scrub vegetation.

• Terraced waterfront
• Seating and planting platforms
The location offers the opportunity of a civic focus for
the redevelopment site:
• A focal point for a new Gatineau axis from city to
river;
• Encircled by and connected to the expansive
North Shore Park;
• Panoramic views to and from Ottawa;
• Additional opportunities to connect the plaza to
existing waterfront trails; and,
• Mixed uses in new buildings are expected to
bring diverse people: workers, residents, visitors,
etc.

Functions, features and context proposed in the
Master Plan included:
• Seating and planting platforms;
• Lower terrace;
• Pavilion and seating platforms; and,
• Stair access to North Shore Park.

INTERPRETATION COMPONENTS
This public space is a proposed feature for public
interaction and informal entertainment. Based on the
functions in the Master Plan program, the following
are recommended as a part of the public interpretation
program for Laval Plaza:
• Paved, tiered public open, forum space featuring
wooden elements;
• Shade shelters depicting images and key words
connecting the people to the history of the place;
and,
• Night lighting enabling safe public attendance of
evening events as well as a changeable, festive
ambiance.

The following images convey means of integrating a
few of the previous components listed. These images
are for illustrative purposes only.
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Figure 17: Laval Plaza
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5.7

TRANSPORT
TRAILS, CANOES, TOBOGGANS, SNOWSHOES,
MUKLUKS/HIGH MOCS, SLEDS, TRAVOIS
VESSELS, RAFTS, HORSE DRAWN VEHICLES,
SLUICES & SLIDES, BRIDGES, RAIL, CANAL,
AUTOMOTIVES, ALTERNATIVE TRANSIT
STRATEGIES

The Transport theme relates to the importance of the
site as a major portage route for Indigenous people
and pioneers, to the large-scale movement of lumber
and wood products through the site, and to the
signiﬁcant challenges that were overcome in building a
river crossing at Chaudière Island.

RAILWAY
HISTORIC WATERWAY
PORTAGE TRAIL

The theme has been applied to Union Square on
Chaudière Island in Ontario.
EXPORT TO
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Figure 18: Transport Theme Interpretation and Key Sites
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UNION SQUARE, OTTAWA

District:
Interpretive Sub-Theme:
Main Subjects:

Chaudière East, Ottawa
n/a
Trails, Vessels, Rafts, Horse Drawn Vehicles, Sluices/Slides, Bridges, Rail, Automotive, Alternative Transit

Key Interpretive Message to be transmitted:

The changing character and technology of transportation

FEATURE DEFINITION
As noted in the City of Ottawa’s Ofﬁcial Plan
Amendment (2014), the following elements were
important for this plaza space:
• Street end plaza
• Commemoration feature
• Tree plantings
• Seating area and river overlook
• Incorporate a terrace when the Board Mill
building is redeveloped
The location is compatible, supportive and enhances
the Transport theme in the following ways:
• It features a dominant perimeter edge deﬁned by
water;
• It is framed by transportation routes and views of
associated facilities: main and secondary roads,
the Union Bridge, Ottawa River and the Zibi
Gatineau precinct;
• It has expansive views and the opportunity to
convey the historic signiﬁcance and difﬁculty of
the crossing the river at this location;

• It provides additional opportunities for
considerable visual exposure through feature
lighting; and,
• The mixed uses in new buildings are expected to
bring diverse people: workers, residents, visitors,
etc.
The current physical character:
• Disused industrial area with overgrown and
steep foreshore;
• Predominantly used as a parking area for Energy
Ottawa, with varied ground surfaces; and,
• Site edges deﬁned by road, steep riverfront
and the façade of a disused/derelict industrial
complex.
Functions, features and context proposed in the
Master Plan:
• Urban civic space terminating a public street
• River views with public seating.

INTERPRETATION COMPONENTS
Based on the functions in the Master Plan program,
the following are recommended as a part of the public
interpretation program for Union Square:
• Creatively educate visitors of the historic log
slide and the water channels from an industrial
and transportation perspective;
• Riverfront public seating ribbon well separated
from roads;
• Perimeter barrier to provide safe viewing of the
river below, integrating interpretation signage;
• Night lighting and projections on ground paving;
• Display or sculptural reuse of industrial
archaeological artifacts related to transportation
engineering as standing feature(s); and,
• Plantings characteristic of the Canadian Shield,
naturally interspersed into ﬁssures in the
predominant ﬁeldstone/limestone foreshore
• Enable clear views of the bridge and potentially
the Chaudière Ring Dam and Falls.

The following images convey static and dynamic
means of integrating a few of the previous
components listed. These images are for illustrative
purposes only.
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Figure 19: Union Square
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5.8

HABITAT
INDIGENOUS SPIRITUALITY, GEOLOGY.
AQUATIC LIFE, SHORELINE SPECIES, CLIMATE,
WATER QUALITY, VEGETATION, MAMMALS,
SHORELINE CONFIGURATION, INDIGENOUS
WAYS OF LIFE, GEOLOGY, AQUATIC LIFE,
CLIMATE, WATER QUALITY, VEGETATION,
MAMMALS, SHORELINE
The Habitat theme relates to the geology, ﬂora, and
fauna of the region, to the river ecosystem and the
partial re-naturalization of the Ottawa River shoreline.
It commemorates the relationship of humankind to
nature and the changing of the seasons.

PORTAGE ROUTE +
MEETING PLACE

Two park spaces have been identiﬁed for the
application of this theme which include the North
Shore Park in Québec, and the East End Park in
Ontario.

AQUATIC LIFE, WATER QUALITY
NORTH SHORE PARK
PARTIALLY NATURALIZED
SHORELINE
CANADIAN SHIELD/GLARE
ROCK (where exposed)
EAST END PARK

TOBACCO OFFERINGS TO
THE FALLS

EXPANDED LAND THROUGH
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Figure 20: Habitat Theme Interpretation and Key Sites
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EAST END PARK, OTTAWA

District:
Interpretive Sub-Theme:
Main Subjects:

Chaudière East, Ottawa
n/a
Regional Forests, Indigenous Artistry and Craftsmanship

Key Interpretive Message to be transmitted:

The character and qualities of the indigenous forest of the Ottawa River Region

FEATURE DEFINITION
As noted in the City of Ottawa’s Ofﬁcial Plan
Amendment (2014), the following elements were
important for this park space:
• Street end plaza
• River overlook area
• Boardwalks and benches
• Restored river landscape
The location and site character is compatible,
supportive and enhances the Habitat theme in the
following ways:
• The dramatic perimeter characterizes the Ottawa
River landscape;
• Mature and diverse trees are already well
established in a natural setting;
• The open space is distinct from areas of higher
density and activity, thus capable of providing a
scenic forest experience.

The current physical character of this site is as follows:
• Part of a now disused industrial zone, with
scattered remnant materials (including wood,
metal, concrete);
• Extensive sumac growth in the central, sunny,
open spaces; and,
• Eastern perimeter of site features an active
shoreline with a deep-water channel (south) and
strong currents (north) with the water being a
public danger regardless of season.
Functions and features proposed in the Master Plan
include:
• Urban park partly deﬁned by the water’s edge;
• Pedestrian linkages via a reinstated former
industrial route, Head Street; and,
• Bordered by proposed residences to the west on
Chaudière Island east.

INTERPRETATION COMPONENTS
Based on the functions in the Master Plan program,
the following are recommended as a part of the public
interpretation program for East End Park:
• Predominant use of wood for creation of
peaceful places, benches and railings/safety
barriers;
• Use of earthen or natural surfaces for ‘tread
lightly on the land’ pathways;
• Planted, mature forest clusters, stands of
characteristic species (featuring regional
species, e.g. white pine, birch, maple) and
seasonal changes;
• Plantings characteristic of the Canadian
Shield, naturally interspersed into ﬁssures in
the predominant ﬁeldstone/ limestone river
shoreline (both natural and deliberately formed
arrangements);

• A space or design feature to express the
Algonquin Anishinabe presence and culture;
• Link to riverfront walk and the associated
waterfront path, integrating interpretation
signage with safety fencing; and,
• Artists’ wood, ﬂora and fauna themed
installations.
The following images convey static and dynamic
means of integrating a few of the previous
components listed. These images are for illustrative
purposes only.
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Figure 21: East End Park
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NORTH SHORE PARK, GATINEAU

District:
Interpretive Sub-Theme:
Main Subjects:

De la Rive, Gatineau
n/a
Tradition Way of Life, Geology, Aquatic Life, Climate, Water Quality, Vegetation, Mammals, Shoreline

Key Interpretive Message to be transmitted:

The revitalization of the Ottawa River habitat

FEATURE DEFINITION
The City of Gatineau identiﬁed the following as
important elements for this park space:
• Stormwater cascade & channel
• Riparian ecology restoration landscape
• Completion of the NCC pathway network along
the north side of the River
• Boardwalk and riverfront seating
• Observation pavilion
The location and site character is compatible,
supportive and enhances the Habitat theme in the
following ways:
• Waterfront sector of the former sites of industrial
lumber yards;
• Former site of woodpiles and storage; and,
• Trees and vegetation along the foreshore
suggest a return to a natural state.

The current physical character:
• River shore with overgrown vegetation and
unplanned tree growth;
• Asphalt road extending the length of the east
Gatineau district; and,
• Dangerous cold waters with strong current.
Functions, features and context proposed in the
Master Plan included:
• Stormwater cascade;

INTERPRETATION COMPONENTS
The functions in the Master Plan program involve
considerable on-ground water elements, and this will
require careful design of the public pathways.
Based on the functions in the Master Plan program,
the following are recommended as a part of the public
interpretation program for North Shore Park:
• Predominant use of wood for creation of
peaceful places, benches and railings/ safety
barriers that integrate interpretation signage;

• Riverbank ecology restoration landscape;

• Use of earthen or natural surfaces for ‘tread
lightly on the land’ pathways;

• Stormwater channel;

• Pathway linkages to Laval Plaza;

• Boardwalk and riverfront seating and,

• Modest signage to identify and summarize
traditional uses of (reintroduced) indigenous
species and geological features (e.g.: medicinal
plants, aquatic life, etc.); and,

• Observation pavilion.

• Revolving presence of open lab activities, like
Ottawa Riverkeeper’s water quality tests, replanting projects.

• A space or design feature to express the
Algonquin Anishinabe presence and culture
The following images convey ideas for some of the
previous components listed. These images are for
illustrative purposes only.
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Figure 22: North Shore Park
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5.9

RENEWAL
EARLY SETTLEMENT, CAPITAL CITY,
INDIGENOUS REVITALIZATION, INDUSTRIAL
SURGE, EXPANSION, FIRES - RISING FROM THE
ASHES, FORESHORE, ZIBI

The Renewal theme relates to the changing character
of the site through history, the evolution of Ottawa as
our National Capital, and ambitions of environmental
sustainability. It also reﬂects the revitalization of the
site through innovation, whether after the catastrophic
ﬁre of 1900 or after years of industrial decline.
The Capital View Park in Gatineau, and Head Street
Square and Albert Courtyard in Ottawa will be the
locations for the communication of the Renewal
theme.
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EXTENT OF 1900 FIRE
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Figure 23: Renewal Theme Interpretation and Key Sites
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5.9.1 CAPITAL VIEW PARK, GATINEAU
District:
Interpretive Sub-Theme:
Main Subjects:

Des Perspectives, Gatineau
n/a
One Planet Community Principles, Capital City
Visions, Legacy Vision

Key Interpretive Message to be transmitted:

Zibi as a part of the vision for the future of Canada’s Capital City Region

FEATURE DEFINITION
The City of Gatineau identiﬁed the following as
important elements for this park space:
• Urban square
• Views of Parliament Hill
• Community agriculture
• Stormwater channel
The location and site character is compatible,
supportive and enhances the Renewal theme in the
following ways:
• Notable views of Parliament Hill that evoke
national ambitions.

The current physical character is as follows:
• Disused industrial area with partial excavations;
• Extends through the heart of the Gatineau East
district, terminating at the Portage Bridge; and,
Functions, features and context proposed in the
Master Plan include:
• Urban square ﬂanked by multi-storey residential
buildings;
• Long lawns and community agriculture; and,
• Community agriculture.

INTERPRETATION COMPONENTS
Based on the functions in the Master Plan program,
the following are recommended as a part of the public
interpretation program for the Capital View Park:
• Modest sidewalk edge signage providing facts
arising from baseline ecological footprint data
and/or Zibi’s related action towards its targets
- correlating to subjects of the 10 One Planet
principles, for example, interpreting the impacts
and goals of the community gardens; and,
• Signage at key vantage points illustrating
plans and visions, indicating skyline features
and landmarks (location dependent on subject
matter).

The following images convey ideas for some of the
previous components listed. These images are for
illustrative purposes only.
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Figure 24: Capital View Park
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ALBERT COURTYARD, OTTAWA

District:
Interpretive Sub-Theme:
Main Subjects:

Albert Island, Ottawa
N/A
Continued Innovation

Key Interpretive Message to be transmitted:

The extraordinary history and innovation that has taken place on the Zibi Site

FEATURE DEFINITION
As noted in the City of Ottawa’s Ofﬁcial Plan
Amendment (2014), the following elements were
important for this park space:
• Erecting a structure to create a covered
courtyard, framed by the existing industrial
buildings; and,
• Creating a comfortable all-season accessible
pedestrian area
The location and site character is compatible,
supportive and enhances the Renewal theme in the
following ways:
• Central courtyard ﬂanked by renovated
commercial buildings will be a hub for
innovation, adding to the site’s long history.

The current functions and physical character are as
follows:
• Partially occupied ofﬁces in former, historic mill
administrative building;
• Former historic stables and carriage house
buildings; and,
• Perimeter of site along hydro channels.
Functions, features and context proposed in the
Master Plan were as follows:
• Roof covering the corridor space between the
structures;
• Create a comfortable all-season accessible
pedestrian area – forming ‘a place within a place’
without vehicles; and,
• A new mid-rise building is proposed for the west
end of the island, with ground level access to
land bridge to Chaudière Island.

INTERPRETATION COMPONENTS
Based on the functions in the Master Plan program,
the following are recommended as a part of the public
interpretation program for the Albert Courtyard:
• Flexible open space with a variety of seating
options to encourage collaboration and
innovation; and,
• Signage at key points explaining the history of
the buildings on Albert Island and their role in
innovation over time.

The following images convey ideas for some of the
previous components listed. These images are for
illustrative purposes only.
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Figure 25: Albert Courtyard
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HEAD STREET SQUARE, OTTAWA

District:
Interpretive Sub-Theme:
Main Subjects:

Chaudière West, Ottawa
N/A
Individuals’ Inﬂuences on Site History

Key Interpretive Message to be transmitted:

An introduction to some of the many people who have signiﬁcantly influenced
the site’s history

FEATURE DEFINITIONS
The City of Ottawa defines the compact Head Street
Square as ‘a civic heart with village square functions’
and list essential elements as follows:
• Stage for special events;
• Seating framing the square;
• Featured plantings and paving;

The core of the former Mill building dominates the
current physical character. The master plan proposes
to remove the core of this incrementally built complex,
retaining portions of the building along the perimeter of
the site.
Functions, features and context proposed in the
Master Plan include:

• A water feature; and,

• Urban park with water features;

• A wide perimeter for commercial animation.

• Feature paving with elements of wood and
water;

The location and site character is compatible,
supportive and enhances the Renewal theme in the
following ways:
• Restoration of a historical street as the heart of
the renewed community.
• Planned to become a ‘people place’;
• Pedestrian friendly with limited vehicular access;
and,
• Opportunities for views of the open space from
upper levels of new buildings.

• Seating framing perimeter planters;
• Perimeter spaces for animation from all sides;
• Special event and seasonal lighting; and,
• Surrounded by multi-storey retail, commercial
and residential buildings defining the periphery
of the square.

INTERPRETATION COMPONENTS
Sculpture, wood, metal, and water should be
incorporated into the design of the civic square.
Based on the functions in the Master Plan program,
the following are recommended as a part of the public
interpretation program for Head Street Square:
• Use of wood for features that define the edges of
the square and evoke past functions: timbers as
well as refined products of the Chaudière lumber
mills;
• Ambient night lighting, including interpretive
messages where feasible, as a part of the
ground floor buildings as well as in ground
lighting;
• Emphasis on public seating, combining benches
and other streetscape elements with sculpture;
• Wooden seating; and,
• Linkage to Union Square across Booth Street.

The following images convey means of integrating a
few of the previous components listed. These images
are for illustrative purposes only.
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HEAD STREET
SQUARE

0
Historic and Cultural Interpretation Signs and Symbols and Wooden Seating.

50m

Figure 26: Head Street Square
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS
Together Windmill Development Group and
Dream Unlimited Corp. are committed to creating
a sustainable and environmentally conscious
neighbourhood that celebrates the heritage of this site.
The application of this Heritage Interpretive Plan would
allow for the animation of the site’s collective heritage
into that which is accessible to visitors, residents and
future generations through an enhanced landscape
and public realm experience.

Chaudière Falls, log booms, E.B. Eddy Co. Complex. c.1923

HERITAGE INTERPRETIVE PLAN
CONCLUSIONS

Artist rendering of Hull c.1830.
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LOI AREAS OF COLLABORATION

Sample list of areas of collaboration, as described in
the Letters of Intent between Windmill and Algonquin
Anishinabe partner communities. Recognition of
traditional territory, heritage landscape, and cultural
celebration were all identiﬁed as collaborations of
interest, and therefore have implications for the
Heritage Interpretive Plan.
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C.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING RELATING TO CULTURAL HERITAGE VALUE

The Ottawa portion of the Domtar Site consists of a
17 acre site located on Chaudière Island, adjacent to
Chaudière Falls. It is one of a group of islands that
also includes Victoria Island, Albert Island, and Amelia
Island, which are separated by the Bronson/ Ottawa
Hydro and Buchanan Channels. Chaudière Falls and
the islands played an important role as a sacred site
for Indigenous people. When Philemon Wright and his
settlers arrived from New England in 1800, they built
their ﬁrst settlement, Wrightsville, in a location that
would take advantage of the water-power there. Since
that time, the falls and the islands were at the centre of
Ottawa’s industrial development, and were the focus
of the wood industry, the pulp and paper industry and
the hydroelectric industry. Between 1871 and 1891 the
sawmills on the site were the most productive in the
world.
The natural landscape of the site changed dramatically
as a result of industrial development, and little remains
of it. By the 1860s, the site was built up with stone and
wooden buildings associated with the Wood Industry
and the production of hydroelectricity, and piles of
lumber. By the end of the 19th century the lumber
industry was in decline, and then in April 1900 a huge
ﬁre destroyed most of the 19th century buildings on
the site. After the ﬁre, the pulp and paper industry took
over on the site, and would form its built character for
much of the 20th century. The buildings that remain
today on the subject property belong to the pulp and
paper era and are primarily associated with J.R. Booth
and E.B. Eddy.
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Figure 27: Memorandum of Understanding
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STATEMENT OF QUÉBEC MINISTRY OF CULTURE

“L’ensemble industriel E.B. Eddy est un important
complexe reconnu d’abord pour sa manufacture
d’allumettes et celle d’articles domestiques en bois,
pour sa production de bois d’œuvres et surtout pour
son usine de pâtes et papiers. L’ensemble industriel
est situé depuis 1854 sur les îles de la chute des
Chaudières, de part et d’autre de la rivière des
Outaouais, le long des rues Laurier et du boulevard
Taché. Formé d’une trentaine de bâtiments divisés en
quatre secteurs, l’ensemble industriel E.B. Eddy est,
à l’exception de l’usine de la rue Laurier, inoccupé
depuis 2007. La multinationale Domtar en est
propriétaire pour le moment (2013). Le plus ancien
secteur, sis à l’ouest de la rue Eddy, comprenait
plusieurs bâtiments, construits selon différentes
techniques de construction (pierre, béton, acier,
bois), datant de la ﬁn du XIX esiècle et du début du
XXesiècle. On y trouve notamment le bâtiment no
8 qui logeait des mélangeurs à pâtes mécanique et
chimique. Le terrain où est situé ce bâtiment est le
lieu où, déjà avant 1808, Philemon Wright, y avait fait
construire un marteau à bascule et une scierie, puis
une forge,une tonnellerie et d’autres ateliers d’artisans.
Du côté sud du bâtiment no 8, se trouvent trois
bâtiments en pierre recouvert de métal (no 11, 12, 13)
qui longent la rue Eddy dont l’usage était consacré à la
confection d’articles de bois comme les cuves et des
tonneaux, et à l’entreposage. Au sud-ouest de ceuxci, il reste les vestiges de la centrale hydroélectrique
E.B. Eddy, construite en 1912-1913. Deux autres
centrales hydroélectriques sont entre celle-ci et l’aval
des chutes de la Chaudière : les vestiges de la centrale
de Hull construite en 1901, et la centrale de Hull-2,
construite de 1912 à 1920 et toujours en opération. Du
côté nord-ouest du bâtiment no. 8, un long bâtiment
composé à l’origine de 6 bâtiments longe le boulevard
Taché. Il a été érigé sur le site de la manufacture de
portes et fenêtres, d’une forge et d’un entrepôt au coin
des rues Eddy et Taché. L’édiﬁce en pierre identiﬁé
par les numéros 1, 2 et 3, est coupé de l’édiﬁce no

6. Il logeait les premières machines à papier. Les
trois premiers ont été construits en 1883 à la suite
de l’incendie de 1882. L’entrepôt et atelier de ﬁnition,
le no 6, toujours en pierre et coiffé d’un toit Second
Empire, emblème du site industriel, a été construit en
1892. L’ensemble de ces bâtiments a été classé par le
ministère de la Culture, des communications et de la
Condition féminine le 19 octobre 2012.
Le deuxième secteur de l’ensemble E.B. Eddy,
est situé à l’est de la rue Eddy entre la rue Laurier
jusqu’au pont du Portage. Le bâtiment principal de
ce secteur a logé jusqu’en 2007, la machine no 14
pour la fabrication de papier ﬁn. Plusieurs bâtiments
sur ce site datent du début du XXe siècle, mais
deux d’entre-eux datent des années 1880. Une
partie du bâtiment no 14 a été, de 1870 à 1928, la
manufacture d’allumettes. Après l’installation de la
papetière du côté ouest de la rue Eddy, plusieurs des
activités reliées à la confection d’articles en bois ont
été transférées dans des bâtiments sur le côté est
de la rue Eddy, sur ce site. Le troisième secteur de
l’ensemble se trouve entre le pont du Portage et le
pont Alexandra sur la rive québécoise de l’Outaouais.
La manufacture de papier Kruger, encore en activité,
a été construite par E.B. Eddy dans les années 1930.
Sur le site du Musée canadien de l’histoire, jadis,
s’élevait l’usine de bisulﬁte de la E.B. Eddy. Il reste de
cette usine que la tour de lessivage à l’état de vestige.
Le quatrième secteur de l’ensemble industriel E.B.
Eddy fait partie du complexe industriel des Chaudières
du côté ontarien. En 1942, la Compagnie E.B. Eddy
acheta l’ancienne Compagnie J.R. Booth, son principal
compétiteur. C’est dans ce secteur que la compagnie
E.B. Eddy établit ses bureaux, après la démolition du
bureau chef en 1970, pour y prolonger la rue Laurier
vers le boulevard Taché.”

Top: E.B. EDDY Building
Bottom Left: Pulp processing machine.
Bottom Right: E.B Eddy’s Silent Parlor matches.
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BUILDINGS OF HISTORIC VALUE

The City of Ottawa and the province of Québec’s
heritage value assessments for speciﬁc structures
and/or building complexes follow, and should be
referenced in conjunction with the overall site’s historic
values:
The City of Ottawa still may designate certain
buildings or parts of certain buildings under Part IV
of the Ontario Heritage Act. In the Memorandum
of Understanding between the City of Ottawa and
Windmill Development, the latter will not oppose
such designation. The buildings coloured in Figure
38 show structures under study for retention in the
“Zibi Master Plan” (2015), and for which the City of
Ottawa has drafted heritage value assessments.
These buildings are deemed to possess character and
associated value and insight for conceptual design
and considerate retention.

E.B EDDY BUILDING
(BUILDINGS 01-06)

BOOTH BOARD MILL
(BUILDINGS 523-534)

THE MAIN MILL
(BUILDINGS 501-509)

ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING
(BUILDING 540)

STABLES & CARRIAGE HOUSE
(BUILDING 541)

CENTRAL STORES
(BUILDINGS 542-543)

LEGEND
SITE AREA
HERITAGE STREETS, PATHS, PLAZA
EXISTING BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES UNDER STUDY FOR
RETENTION
STRUCTURE UNDER STUDY FOR PARTIAL
REUSE

0

200m

Figure 28: Heritage Buildings and Sites
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E.1 E.B. EDDY INDUSTRIAL
COMPLEX
Buildings of historic value are classiﬁed and protected
under the Cultural Property Act administered by the
Québec Ministry of Culture, Communications and the
Status of Women. Under this Act, Buildings 1, 2, 3,
and 6 (referred to as E.B. Eddy Building) located at 3
Alexandre-Taché Boulevard (Gatineau) are classiﬁed
as historic monuments. The classiﬁcation is made in
recognition of their historic and architectural merit, and
applies speciﬁcally to their exterior.
These stone buildings were constructed in stages from
1882-1889. There was some damage to the buildings’
roofs during the ﬁre of 1900 that devastated the rest of
the site. For six years after the ﬁre, the Hull municipal
council waived taxes, enabling reinvestment in the
area’s key employer, E.B. Eddy Company.
The buildings have been modiﬁed over time for
changing uses including milling, ofﬁces, storage and
shipping.
The Historic Sites and Monument Board ﬁxed a
bronze plaque to the exterior stone wall of Building 6
in commemoration of Ezra Butler Eddy (1827-1906),
however this plaque was removed in 2016.

Top: E.B. Eddy Industrial Complex with smoke stacks
Bottom: Artist rendering of E.B. Eddy Complex.
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E.2 THE MAIN MILL
BUILDINGS 501-509
The Main Building was constructed by J.R. Booth
shortly after the ﬁre of 1900 and remained in use
until 2006. It consists of a number of interconnected
buildings that form an irregular plan. The functions of
different parts of the building changed over time, but
it was always devoted to the production of pulp and
paper. The ﬁrst portions of the building, which were
completed soon after the ﬁre and appear in the 1912
Goad’s Fire Insurance Plan, were the Beater Building,
The Paper Mill, and the Finishing Building that faced
south over the Buchanan Channel. To this day the
Main Mill is the largest building on the site. In 2006, it
was re-clad in metal siding, and much of its original
character is no longer evident. All of the machinery
associated with paper production has been removed
from the building, as were its iconic chimneys (1963
and 2006). The building’s primary signiﬁcance is
derived from its location and the historic role it played
in the conversion of the area from the wood industries
to pulp and paper.
The values that deﬁne the place include:
• Its location directly fronting on Booth Street,
which demonstrates the need to build out the
islands to the greatest extent possible
• Its location at the water’s edge on the north
shore of Buchanan Channel

• The site was destroyed by the devastating ﬁre
of 1900 and quickly rebuilt with a new focus on
the pulp and paper industry that had developed
rapidly in Canada since the 1890s
• The site was associated with the working class
neihgbourhoods of LeBreton Flats in Ottawa and
in central Hull, whose inhabitants worked in the
mills on the islands on both sides of the river
• The site is associated with Ottawa’s lumber
barons and early industrialists including Henry
Bronson, E.B. Eddy, Captain Levi Young, C.B.
Patee, W.G. Perley and J.R. Booth
The features that deﬁne the historic place include:
• The naturalized shoreline that is bordered by
a variety of trees and shrubs that have grown
along the water’s edge, largely ·on landﬁll
deposited by over a century of industrial activity
• The man made shoreline that consists of building
foundations, cribs and retaining walls that
extend below the water level.
• The setting of the place within a larger industrial
landscape that includes lands on both sides
of the Ottawa River, signiﬁcant hydro-electric
buildings, The Ring Dam, the Chaudière Bridge,
and the actual Chaudière Falls and shoreline,
and the other islands

• Its irregular footprint, the result of an incremental
building process.

• The setting with its views, particularly of
Parliament Hill to the east, the Ottawa River to
the west

• The site was associated with the production of
hydro-electric power, a use that continues to this
day

• Buchanan, Bronson and Ottawa Hydro Channel
(Note: Bronson and Ottawa Hydro Channel are
separated by a concrete bulkhead)
• The small bridge connecting the west end of the
island across the Bronson and Hydro Channels
• The former road pattern, where discernible, and
Union Square

E.3 THE BOOTH BOARD MILL
BUILDINGS 523-534A
The Booth Board Mill was constructed by J.R. Booth in
the aftermath of the ﬁre of 1900. It was built in stages
beginning in 1912. Originally constructed as a sulphite
mill, the building became a cardboard mill, a function
that it retained until its closure in 1970. These stages
reﬂected the changes in the manufacturing processes
involved in producing cardboard. The ﬁrst addition
was constructed in 1917, followed by further additions
in 1919, and 1928. In 1951 and 1964 sections of the
building were demolished, as its function evolved. It is
in poor condition.
The Booth Board Mill (Buildings 523-534a) is valued
for its:
• Irregular plan that evolved incrementally, as new
sections were constructed and demolished as
methods of production evolved.
• Elevation varying from two to ﬁve storeys,
• Concrete construction

E.4 ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING
BUILDING 540 +
STABLES AND CARRIAGE
HOUSE BUILDING 541
Construction of this building, which was built in two
parts by J.R. Booth, started within weeks of the ﬁre
of 1900 on the previous building’s foundations. The
Administration Building has been solely used as
ofﬁces since its construction, while the other part of
the building, the Stables, Stores, and Wagon Shop,
initially housed the horse drawn ﬁre engines, wagons
used on the site and a blacksmith’s shop. At its peak,
96 horses lived here. As the use of horses was phased
out in the 1930s, other uses related to the pulp and
paper industry took over the Building. The north side
of the building was re-clad in aluminum in 2004.
The Administration Building/ Stables and Carriage
House are valued for their:
• Two storey, ﬂat roofed construction in brick with
simple cornice

• Utilitarian industrial character with little
ornamentation

• Regularly placed, rectangular windows with
segmental arches and brick voussoirs and stone
sills on the Administration Building

• Assortment of differently sized rectangular
windows

• Double doors on the stable portion

• Foundations and retaining walls that extend to
the water’s edge.

• Narrow, multi-paned rectangular windows with
segmental arches in groups of three between the
stable doors

• Loading door openings and bays

• Foundations that extend below the water level

• The remnants of Head Street adjacent to it.

• Location on Buchanan Channel
• Loading doors with pulleys.
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E.5 CENTRAL STORES BUILDING
BUILDING 542-543
J.R. Booth started construction on this building
shortly after the 1900 ﬁre on the previous building’s
foundations. The four storey section was constructed
ﬁrst, followed quickly by the long three storey section.
Primarily a warehouse, it also housed a blacksmith
shop, workshops, and a garage, in addition to other,
more transitory uses.
The Central Stores Building is valued for its:
• Three and four storey ﬂat roofed construction in
brick with simple cornice
• Original multi-paned sash windows, some
square and some with segmental arches
• Location on the Ottawa Hydro Channel
• Foundations that extend below the water level
• Loading doors with pulleys
• Timber construction
• Flexibility of design.

Top Left: Booth Board Mill
Top Right: The Main Mill
Bottom Left Administrative Building + Stables and Carriage House
Bottom Right: Central Stores Building
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INTERPRETIVE DESIGN CASE STUDIES

The following case studies taken from around the world have been used to frame the Heritage Interpretive Planand provide
inspiration for readers and users of this document. The principles taken from these case studies inform the development
of the following document chapters. The projects shown help illustrate the many ways and means and means by which
heritage can be can be interpreted in similar settings.

CASE STUDY 1: NGARARA PLACE
RMIT UNIVERSITY, MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
Ngarara Place is a signiﬁcant addition to the cultural
and campus life of RMIT University. In recognition
of the oldest continuing culture in the world, a newly
conceived landscape/urban design intervention has
been incorporated adjacent to the key cross access
(of Chemistry Lane) within the heart of RMIT’s city
campus.
This project stemmed from the University’s Indigenous
Unit – the Ngarara Willim Centre to build a visible
presence and recognition of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples, cultures and histories as
connected among the lands of the Kulin Nation in
which RMIT stands, with particular deference to
the cultural continuity of the custodians of the land
especially the Wurundjeri and the Boon Wurrung.
The project draws on four key pillars, which anchor the
design narrative embedded in the scheme.
Connection to Country
The initial starting point was to reinforce the
importance of Aboriginal people’s connection to
Country. This notion was woven through as exploration
of the six/seven seasons of the Kulin Nation.
Consequently this aspect saw the division of the
design into seven sections, being six on the ground
plane and one in the vertical dimension (to an adjacent
glazed façade). The demarcation of the ground plane
enabled distinct zones for tiered planting, an area for
traditional dance/ceremonial practice, amphitheatre
seating and a primary focal point being a sculptural
laser-cut smoke pit.
Cultural Motifs
The second pivotal element included a number of
radiating arms which reach out to adjacent buildings
through a broader urban design gesture. Critically
these design features infuse cultural motifs which

pick up on Indigenous cultural and artistic practices speciﬁc to
the South East of Australia, namely traditional carving practices
(references to Dendroglyphs – carved trees) as well as body
paint, through an etched paving graphic which doubles as the
primary access points in the courtyard space.
Contemporary Aboriginal Art
The most visible gesture, signiﬁes the power of art in the public
realm, acting as a striking marker in the landscape, being an
unashamedly contemporary and speciﬁcally curated piece of
artwork by Aboriginal digital artist Aroha Groves. The piece
evokes nature, place and connections to Country and acts as
a backdrop that reinforces the landscape setting in which it is
located.
Knowledge Exchange
The space importantly acts as a place of pause or
contemplation, within the hustle and bustle of a busy University
counteracted by an intimately scaled landscape setting. Here the
existing staircase connected to the adjacent Alumni Courtyard
(within the Old Melbourne Gaol precinct) provided an opportunity
to amplify a sense of enclosure through the completion of an
amphitheatre, using local blackbutt timbers overlooking the
green space.
All planting used are endemic and Indigenous species to the
local incorporate planting to communicate the importance of
landscape in sustaining life and cultural practice, including
specimens traditionally use for edible, medicinal and practical
purposes (i.e. for weaving). Pedagogical panels engage the
public by providing a cultural context of interpretation as a
means for cultural exchange.
The landscape reinforces and reveals layers of history and
meaning through an active gesture of reconciliation, while
infusing Indigenous sensibilities within the heart of the City of
Melbourne and begins to broader the frame of reference in which
people can connect to place.
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CASE STUDY 2: LARTELARE ABORIGINAL HERITAGE PARK
PORT ADELAIDE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Lartelare is the largest public open space contained
within the Newport Quays Development. The park
is pivotal within the development for its signiﬁcant
contribution in acknowledging the Indigenous cultural
history of the site.
Taylor Cullity Lethlean undertook an extensive
consultation process with the local Kaurna Aboriginal
Community over 12 months to ascertain appropriate
stories to be reﬂected both in the broad park design
and the detailed interpretive elements.
The Aboriginal community have also been actively
involved during construction by collecting and making
artifacts for display, and as part of an employment
program which has undertaken planting of indigenous
vegetation within the park.
“Interpretation of the site’s heritage and local
signiﬁcance, selection of endemic plantings, design
and crafting of speciﬁc site elements, and the skillful
sculpting of landform, planting masses and circulation
have generated a space of noteworthy sensitivity and
gentleness...”
“The project presents an exemplary consultation
process (which) underpins the creation of a culturally
meaningful design....the jury sincerely compliments all
involved—the landscape architects, local council and
developers—for their commitment to this dimension
of the project. Interpretation of the site’s heritage and
local signiﬁcance, selection of endemic plantings,
design and crafting of speciﬁc site elements, and the
skillful sculpting of landform, planting masses and
circulation have generated a space of noteworthy
sensitivity and gentleness....”connect to place.
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CASE STUDY 3: PRINCE ARTHUR’S LANDING
THUNDER BAY, CANADA
This redevelopment of the previously derelict
waterfront of Thunder Bay included the construction
of multiple buildings and accessory structures, as well
as extensive landscaping, to provide a year-round
destination recreation facility.
The Spirit Garden Gathering Circle is one of the
most dramatic elements of the new waterfront. The
Water Garden Pavilion is the centrepiece of the
redevelopment, housing both the systems to operate
the adjacent skating rink/splash pad. The Baggage
Building Arts Centre expands on the original railway
baggage building with a new two-storey addition that
matches the original building. The public art program
for the waterfront includes Jiigew. Made of weathering
steel, the two 21 metre tall beacons incorporate an
LED lighting system that uses Morse Code to display
Ojibway poetry.
Building on what was once an industrial waterfront
provided several challenges, signiﬁcantly that most
of the structures are located on land that used to
be part of Lake Superior. For the signiﬁcant building
structures, drilled and grouted helical micropiles
were employed to provide stable and economical
foundations that traversed the unsuitable ﬁll to
bedrock, and did not disturb the City’s water supply.
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CASE STUDY 4: ABORIGINAL INTERPRETIVE CENTRE
CHAMPION LAKES, PERTH, AUSTRALIA
The Aboriginal Interpretive Centre at Champion
Lakes is the ﬁrst of its kind in Perth. The Centre was
commissioned by the Armadale Redevelopment
Authority as part of it’s Champion Lakes Master
Plan. The centre, through artwork and performance
provides and interpretive journey to all who visit it.
The amphitheater, audio visual infrastructure and
changeroom facilities will enable performances ranging
from a simple daytime performance right through to a
sophisticated production
It’s a space where Nyoongar culture and heritage
is discussed, displayed and celebrated. The centre
feature an interpretive walkway with local artifacts and
trails featuring bush tucker and medicine plantings.
The centre includes a 350-seat amphitheatre and a
metal canopy over the walkway to display three largescale artworks by Nyoongar artists
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CASE STUDY 5: HART’S MILL BUILDING SURROUNDS
PORT ADELAIDE, AUSTRALIA
Hart’s Mill is a prominent landmark in Port Adelaide’s
history and the precinct is now evolving into an
energetic community hub. The vision for Hart’s Mill
was to create a usable landscape, to become an
entertainment destination for locals and visitors to
enjoy, while getting up close and personal with the
water, the loop path and the historic buildings.
The ﬁnished playground was opened in May 2014
and features a design based on the industrial heritage
of the site. Incorporating milling themes into the play
equipment and the site surrounds, the playground tells
the story of the Adelaide Milling Company buildings in
an interactive and exploratory manner.
The project also includes space for an open-air market
and public events as well as community amenities
such as an expanse of lawn, seating, shade, BBQ area
and car parking. This space is home to the weekly
Wild at Hart markets and has also hosted community
events like Pictures at Our Port, an outdoor cinema
series held in December 2014. The market space was
also included in the 2015 Wonderwalls Festival and is
a temporary home to three murals painted during this
festival.
One of the key challenges of this project was to ensure
that the spaces delivered diversity and scale. With its
open spaces and a continuous water frontage, the
Hart’s Mill area was expected to attract a large number
of pedestrians. The waterfront space is intended be a
hive of activity with markets, entertainment and events
to engage all visitors.
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